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1. Introduction 

It has been said that "In Late Common Slavic (=LCS),the environment 

before m was, with few exceptions, a position of neutralization for tense 

diffuse vowels /i, y/ and lax diffuse vowels /b, b/" (Flier 1988: 91).1) The 

neutralization of /b/ with /y/ and of /b/ with Ii! as a sandhi rule is 

reflected in certain graphic alternations found in Old and recensional 

Church Slavic texts, e.g., <ljudbi - ljudii> 'people (gen. pi.)'; <novbi

novyi> 'new (nom. sg. mascJ'; <Vb istinQ - vy istinQ> 'in truth'; see 

Lunt 0974: 29-30).2) 

In most of the Slavic languages, the lax high vowels /b, b/ from CS 

* Al%r:J1~.:u? ::coj::c~~.i!J- 7J-A} 
1) Phonetic transcription will be enclosed in square brackets ([ )), phonemic 

transcription in slashes U I), morphophonemes in braces ({ }), and graphemes 
in angle brackets « ». 

2) CS *r!il before [j] were reflected as elo in certain OCS texts, e.g., <vysnei> 

(Euchologium Sinaiticum 93a: 14), <svetoi >(Luke 1: 72, Codex Marianus, odex 
Zographensis, Euchologium Sinaiticum 17a:14), <naricaemoi> (John 21: 2, Codex 
Marianus) (see Diels 1932: 64-69, 194). The reflection of CS *r!il before [j] as 

e/o in Old Church Slavonic and other medieval Slavic manuscripts requires 
urther investigation and will not be discussed here. 
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*l/u were eventually replaced altogether by the tense high vowels Ii, yl in 

the environment before jod - hence the traditional term "tense jers"-, and 

by mid- or low-vowels in other environments, e.g., *sljil 'neck' > u. syja, 

BR. syja, P. szyja, Cz. sije, Sk. sija, SC. sija, Sn. sija, Bul. sija, but, *sunu 

> u. son 'dream', BR. son, P. sen, Cz. sen, SC. san; *mnl 'day' > u. 
den', BR. dzen', P.dzien, Cz. den, SC, dan, etc. (see Carlton 1991: 

334-335).3) Furthermore, in many Slavic dialects, the conditioning jod was 

later syncopated m desinences m the process of contraction, e.g, 

*maId-u-jl 'young (nom. sg. masc.)' > BR. malady, P. mlody, Cz. mlady, 

Sc. mlftdi.4) 

However, the eastern dialects of East Slavic ( = ESl), which form the 

basis of Contemporary Standard Russian, show notable exceptions5): In 

these extreme peripheral dialects, CS *1 and *u were rephonologized as the 

mid-vowels lei and 101 before [j] as well as in other environments, e.g., 

R. molodoj and son, respectively.6) Furthermore, the reflexes of CS *1 and 

3) In all the Slavic languages, *I!u before [j] developed like weak jers in specific 
morphological environments - for example, the collective suffix *-Ij as in R. 
kamen'ja, brat'ja. P. bracia, Sc. kamenje, braea, etc. A discussion of those 

morphologically influenced developments is beyond the scope of this paper. 
4) Serbo-Croatian genitive plural -a « bjb) is controversial, e.g., <OtbCbjb> > 

<otaca>: see Belie (1965: 75-84). This development requires further research. 
5) The contemporary standard Russian adjectival endings in yj, -ij in unstressed 

position are considered to have been due to the orthographic norms of Church 

Slavonic (Filin 1972: 237). 
6) The reflexes of CS *I!u before [j] in the contemporary East Slavic dialects 

provided by Psenienova (1960: 43-54) may be summarized as follows: see Flier 

(1988:96-97): 
Form U BR BRIR.Border R 
Noun in -#j- solovej salavej salavej solovej 
Noun, gen.pl. hostej hascej hascej gostej 
Noun syja syja seja seja 
Verb, imper. pyj pi(j) pej pej 

Verb, non-past mYJu myju meju mOJu 
Adj. nom.sg.m. molodyj maladym maladej molodoj 

(Adapted from Flier 1988:96) 
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*u before jod do not show clear-cut isoglosses even in extreme eastern 

East Slavic. The Novgorod and the Pskov birch bark documents show dual 

reflexes <y(i»-<oi> and <i(i»-<ei> (see Zaliznjak 1986: 126). A 

number of scholars have interpreted this variation as dialect mixing, i.e., 

as an indication that the reflex of *bjb was /oj/ in Il'mensko-Slovene 

dialects while it was /yj/, /ej/ or /oj/ in KriviCi dialects, from which the 

Northwest Russian dialects were to evolve (see Nikolaev 1988: 118-121 

and Zaliznjak 1993: 205). 

These facts have given rIse to a number of debates In the scholarly 

literature: (1) Why do the reflexes of CS *r and u in the environment 

before jod differ from those in other positions in most of the Slavic 

languages? (2) Conversely, why are the reflexes of CS *r and 11 before 

jod the same as those in other environments in the eastern dialects of 

East Slavic, from which Russian is descended? (3) Why do certain East 

Slavic dialects show different reflexes of CS *r and 11 before [j] in 

different morphological environments?7) (4) What are the phonetic/phonemic 

status of the tense jers and jod,S) etc. Of these questions, the first two 

7) Many Ukrainian and Belorussian dialects including the standard languages show 
lejl instead of expected lijl (/yj/) from *rjr in certain morphological 
environments. According to Flier (1987), this is a later, analogical development 
rather than a phonological reflex. This problem is beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

8) The phonetic/phonemic status of the tense jers are quite loosely defined. The 
uncertain phonetic status of these neutralized reflexes is reflected in the various 
ways in which they are characterized. Some scholars term them "tense reduced 
vowels (reducirovannye)" ([b, b]), - e.g., Bulaxovskij (1937: 59) - or "tense 
jers" (51, I]) - e.g., Flier (1988: 91). Other scholars treat them as "reduced yli " , 
using the same symbols ([51, I]) - e.g., Psenicnova (1960: 43), Shevelov (1965: 
439) and Filin (1972: 237). The disagreement on the terms and the symbols for 

these sounds shows that they are interpreted as allophones of Ib, bl by some 

scholars and as allophones of Iy, i/ by others. For example, Flier interprets 
those sounds as allophones of Ib, bl. Flier (1988: 103. n. 3) writes that "some 

scholars object to the use of the term ' tense jers', maintaining that the Late 
Common Slavic short diffuse vowels never developed into jers in the 
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questions will be the main focus of this article. 

I will argue that the "exceptional" reflexes of CS *1/*0 before [j] in the 

eastern dialects of East Slavic were the result of a different 

phonologization of CS *1/*0 before [j] as compared to other Slavic dialects. 

This different phonologization will be suggested to be due not only to the 

different chronology of the given sound changes as was argued by Flier 

(988), but also due to Late Common Slavic (=LCS) dialectal differences in 

syllable structure, as witnessed by divergent developments of various CS 

diphthongs. The latter argument is mainly adopted from Bethin (1992, 

1993). Contraction in desinences will provide additional evidence for such a 

typological analysis. 

In organization of this article, I will first revIew the traditional 

explanations for the divergent East Slavic reflexes of CS *1/*0 before [j]. 

Then, I will discuss a non-linear approach to the given problem and, in 

the framework of auto-segmental phonology, try to explain about why the 

tense jers were reflected differently in different Slavic dialects. Finally, I 

will provide evidence from contraction to support the view that the 

tense-jer phenomenon should be viewed not only in terms of chronology, 

but also in terms of typology. 

2. Traditional views of the development of the so-called 

"tense jers" in East Slavic 

In approaching the problem of the divergent reflections of CS *r/*o 

before [j] in certain East Slavic dialects, many scholars have focused on 

what happened between the reconstructed stage of CS *1/*0 and the 

environment before [jl, e.g., Shevelov (1965: 439). While it may be true that 
these tense jers were not phonetically identical to non-tense jers, they were 
capable of interpretation as jers, since the environments that elicited tense and 
non-tense jers were complementary." 
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attested stage of /e/, /0/ in the given environment. Most of the works on 

this problem offer phonetic and phonological interpretations. Some scholars 

claim that the sounds [y, '1], which originated from CS *0 and *1 first 

changed (lowered and/or shortened) into [b, bJ. which were later 

reinterpreted as the mid-vowels /0/, /e/ in the eastern dialects of East 

Slavic; see Trubeckoj ([1925] 1987: 151-152) and Bulaxovskij (1937: 59). 

Others do not recognize the change of [y, '1] to jers before UJ; see Seliscev 

([1941] 1968: 193-194) and Shevelov (1965: 439, 1975;121). A third 

approach posits different chronologies for the development of CS *0 and *1 

in specific environments in the individual Slavic dialects. In other words, 

the given sound changes have been treated mainly in terms of relative 

chronology; see Flier (1988: 91-105). 

2.1. A brief History of the Question 

Trubeckoj ([1925] 1987: 151-152) proposes that in the extreme ESI 

dialects [y, '1] before [j] changed into jers, which later, when in strong 

position, became /0/, /e/, without regard to the stress or the quality of the 

vowel following [jJ. According to Trubeckoj, the change could not spread 

to the southern and western dialects of East Slavic, from which Ukrainian 

and Belorussian were to develop, because the weak jers had already fallen 

there at the time when the change of [y, '1] to [b], [b] was occurring in 

the eastern dialects of East Slavic.g) Trubeckoj' s approach may be 

summarized as follows: 

9) The loss of jers began in the South and West Slavic dialects in the early tenth 
century and was completed in the East Slavic dialects in the thirteenth century 
(see Shevelov 1965: 459). Evidence of the Novgorod birchbark documents shows 
that the change must have been completed in Novgorod by the beginning of 
the thirteenth century (see Zaliznjak 1986: 122-124). Evidence of the Old 
Ukrainian texts show that the completion of the loss of jers in Ukrainian falls 
in the mid twelfth century (See Shevelov 1979: 237). In the Belorussian 
dialects, the loss of jers falls somewhat later than in Ukrainian dialects, but 
probably earlier than in the Russian dialects (see Wexler 1977: 126. n.3). 
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(1) Trubeckoj' s Model 
Qre jer-shift > jer-shift > DOst jer-shiftlO) 

Peripheral ES]: y, 1 > bt b > ole 1- j 
Other ESl: y, 1 > y, i 1- j 

Trubeckoj cites the form <Novgorodbskbje> in the Novgorod Kormcaja 

Kniga (1282) as evidence that [yj] > [bj] occurred before the full 

vocalization of the strong jers. Trubeckoj' s hypothesis is that [y, '1] and [b, 

b] before [j] were chronologically succeSSlve stages rather than 

synchronically complementarily distributed variants. What is noticeable in 

Trubeckoj's claim is that he distinguishes 'tense' /b/ (a non-labialized 

vowel) from 'normal' /b/ (a labialized one) without distinguishing them 

graphically.1l) That is, Trubeckoj uses the same symbol <b> for both the 

'tense jer' and the 'non-tense' jer. Furthermore, he uses the symbols <y, 

i> to denote the sounds from which the tense jers were descended. The 

assumptions underlying these distinctions would appear to be that [y, '1] 

were allophones of /y, V before UJ. and that they were reinterpreted as 

allophones of /b, b/ in the eastern dialects of East Slavic after the loss of 

the weak jers had occurred in most of the other Slavic dialects. In other 

words, Trubeckoj assumes that there was a pan-Slavic tendency to 

phonologize [y, '1] as /y, V before the jer-shift. After the jer-shift, most 

10) The tenn jer-shift will be used for convenience, following Isacenko (1970). The 
tenn, coined by Isacenko, and also known as "Havlik's Law", may be restated 
in the following way: Word-final jers and jers in syllables followed by vowels 
other than jers become weak. Weak jers are dropped. Jers in syllables followed 
by a weak jer become strong. Strong jers merge with one of the non-reduced 
vowels (see Isacenko 1970:73). 

11) Trubeckoj (1987: 152, n. 7) writes: "b, B03HIIKmee 113 y nepen j, 6b1JIO, BnpO'!eM, 

He BO Bcex npeBHeBOCTO~HOPYCCKHX rOBopax HneHTH~HO HOpMaJIbHOMY b. 3TO nOCJIenHee 

6b1JIO JIa6HOJIH30BaHHblM rJIaCHblM 3anHero pllna (u, npH6JIII:I<alOmeeClI K 0): HanpOTIIB, b, 

B03HHKmllRH3 y, B HeKOTopblX rOBopax lIBJIlIJIClI rJIaCHbIM cpenHero pllna II, no KpaHHee 

Mepe no nllaJIeKTaM, Heory6JIeHHbIM: OTClOna nllaJIeKTHble IO:I<HOBeJIIIKopYCCKlle [mJjul.. 
T. II," 
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Slavic dialects continued to phonologize the reflexes of *51, *'i as allophones 

of /y, ii, while the eastern dialects of ESI rephonologized them as /0, e/ or 

omitted them, when in weak position. In order to verify Trubeckoj' s 

assumption that *U!*'ij > [51lij] > [£/bj] > jer-shift > o/ej in the eastern 

ESI dialects, we would need documents in which CS *u and 'i in the 

environment before [j] were reflected as <y>, <i> prior to the jer-shift in 

the given area. However, Trubeckoj does not show any examples to 

verify his claim. There are a lot of counter-examples, e.g., <Nestere 

cjudbnoi> (the Novgorod Menaion of 1096), <vecnoi zivotb> (the 

Novgorod Menaion of 1097), etc.; see Filin 0972: 239-240). If the reflexes 

of CS *U!*'i before [j] in the extreme ESI dialects were the same as those 

of the jers prior to the jer-shift, why do we have to assume in the first 

place that [51Ii] were initially phonologized as /y, i/ and only later 

rephonologized as /b, b/? 

Unlike Trubeckoi, Seliscev ([1941]1968:193-194) does not admit the stage 

of [£, b] at all in the eastern dialects of East Slavic. In other words, 

Seliscev does not admit the existence of tense jers as allophones of /b, b/. 

Instead, Seliscev claims that [51 Ii] were originally the reflexes before 

vocalic /ii, not /j/. In most Slavic dialects, this /il was syncopated after 

causing assimilation and compensatory lengthening of the preceding [yli]' 

However, in Russian, /iI did not assimilate to the preceding [51Ii], but 

changed to non-vocalic /j/. The change may be summarized as follows 

Obid:194): 

(2) Seliscev's Model 

Extreme ESI: *yi > yj > oj 

*ii > Ij > ej 

Other ESI: *yi > yj > y 

*ii > ti > 

The change of 51j > oj and 'ij > e] IS considered to be a process of 

dissimilation; the high vowels /y/, /il were lowered to become mid-vowels 

/0/, /e/, respectively, before [j]. In modern terminology, the [+high] vowels 
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[y, i] lowered before [j], whose dorsal feature was [ + high]. Seliscev' s 

observation is very important in that he explains the exceptional reflections 

of the tense jers in East Slavic by positing Q] instead of positing [jJ.12) 

However, SeliScev's explanation only covers the case of desinences which 

he says underwent the process of contraction. Seliscev also does not 

account for the fact that jod is retained after the reflexes of *51, *1 in 

many Ukrainian dialects, as in molodij.l3) Furthermore, he does not give 

any explanation for why the *j/,i split and dissimilation occurred. 

Filin 0972: 242) argues that the problem of the Russian reflexes of CS 

*i1/*1 before [j] can not be solved by a purely phonetic interpretation. He 

states that the different East Slavic reflexes of CS *i1/*1 in the given 

environment are closely related with the fate of the following [j], and that 

those reflexes can vary not only in different dialects, but also in different 

parts of speech within the same dialect. According to Filin, in dialects 

which underwent the reduction and consequent loss of /j/, the change of 

[YJ, [i] to [y], [i] was motivated by grammatical factors such as the 

influence of infinitive stem on the non-past conjugated forms or the 

necessity of differentiating the nominative-singular adjective ending from 

the genitive plural ending of certain nouns.14) For example, in Belorussian 

and some dialects of Ukrainian, the ending of masculine adjectives in the 

nominative and accusative cases singular is /i/ (Ukrainian /y/) without 

/j/, e.g., stary(j) 'old'. In the northeastern Russian dialects, /j/ was 

preserved and [YJ, [i] were replaced by [b], [b]. Filin proposes that the 

12) This point will be treated in section 3 from a different angle. Seliscev's notion 

of Ul is taken by Bethin (993), but she does not acknowledge Seliscev in her 
article. 

13) In most Belorussian dialects, [j] was dropped after [y] and [i] in word-final 

and pre-consonantal position, e.g., CS *-uji > yjb > yj > y: stary 'old', pi 
'drink'. Ater all other vowels, syllable-final Ul is retained, e.g., raj 'paradise'; 
see Wexler (1977: 158). 

14) Although Filin does not exemplify the influence of infinitive stem on the 
non-past conjugated forms, presumably he has in mind cases such as pi-ti, vs. 
pbju/piju. 
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fate of /j/ played an important role in the development of CS *tiNi; 

however, he does not make the connection between the loss of [j] and 

'tensing' clear. Furthermore, in the face of extensive syncretism in the 

Slavic languages, Filin's claim that the tensing was motivated by 

grammatical factors is not cogent. 

2.2. Tonality Attraction Theory 

Flier (988) gives a more precise and plausible explanation of the gIven 

problem than the investigators discussed above. He suggests that the 

environment before /j/ was conducive to an earlier and more consistent 

delabilaization of CS *u than other environments. The resonance feature 

of flatting was changed from [+flat] to [-flat] in the environment before [j] 

in LCS.l5) Flier terms this process 'tonality attraction' 0988: 91). 

According to Flier 0988: 93-94), the LCS high vowels may be analyzed 

as follows; 

(3) / +grave, +tense/ [-flat] 
/+grave,-tense/ [+flat] 
/ -grave, + tense/ [-flat] 
/ -grave, -tense/ [-flat] 

The CS rounded long vowel *0 changed into the unrounded vowel /y/; 

Similarly, the short high back vowel *6 was delabialized in most dialects, 

although it maintained its roundness (=flatness) in some peripheral dialects. 

The central dialects of Slavic, which have unrounded reflexes of the 

strong back jer, provide strong evidence that there was an early tendency 

to delabialize /b' / to fbi; for example, *SbOb is reflected as /sanl in 

Bulgarian and Slovene (where /a/ is the reflex of either strong jer in short 

15) The features which Flier uses come from the study of the distinctive features 
by R. Jakobson, C. Fant and M. Halle. For a detailed discussion, see Jakobson, 
Fant and Halle (1976: 26-39). 
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syllables), /san/ in Serbo-Croatia, /sen/ in Czech, West Slovak, and 

Polish. However, the tendency to delabialize did not reach the peripheral 

dialects, which have rounded reflexes of the strong back jers - e.g. Ison/ 
in East Slavic, Central and Eastern Slovak, Macedonian, and /san/ in 

Polabian. According to Flier (ibid: 94), the fact that the reflex of the 

strong back jer in Ukrainian and Belorussian is rounded /0/, while that of 

*u before jod is unrounded [y] - e.g., U myju 'I drink' but son 'dream' 

- suggests that the environment before /j/ promoted early delabialization. 

The fact that the strong jers are reflected as mid or low vowels in all of 

the Slavic languages suggests that another process, the lowering of lax 

high vowels, was also at work)6) 

Flier (ibid: 93-96) proposes that the separate chronologies of the 

above-mentioned three phonological processes of lowering, delabialization 

before /j/, and delabialization In other environments led to the 

differentiation of the reflexes of CS *u, *1 the various Slavic dialects. In 

the central dialects Czech, West Slovak, Polish, Bulgarian, 

Serbo-Croatian and Slovene - delabialization preceded lowering before /j/, 

but coincided with it elsewhere; hence [1, y] were reinterpreted as /i/ and 

/y/, but the strong back jer as an unrounded non-high vowel (le/, /a! or 

/a/) , e.g., Cz. PI] 'drink', miji 'I wash', but sen 'dream'. In 

peripheral dialects that bordered on the central dialects, such as central 

16) The reflexes of front and back jers in Slavic languages is summarized as 
follows (B=Bulgarian, BR=Belorussian, Cz=Czech, Sk=Slovak, K=Kashubian, 
LS=Lower Sorbian, M=Macedonian, P=Polish, Pb=Polabian, R= Russian, 

SC=Serbo-Croatian, Sn=Slovene, U=Ukrainian, US=Upper Sorbian): 

West Slavic East Slavic South Slavic 
PeR e (0)/0 B e/a 
Cz e U e (0)/0 M elo 
Sk e (o,a) BR e (0)/0 Sn a Ua/) 
US elo SC a 
LS e 
Pb a 

(Adapted from Honilek [1955] 1992: 122-125) 
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and eastern Slovak, Ukrainian and most of Belorussian, delabialization 

preceded lowering before /j/, but followed it elsewhere; hence [i, y] were 

reinterpreted as iii and /y /, but the strong back jer as the rounded vowel 

/0/, e.g., U pyj, myju, but son. In certain peripheral Belorussian and 

Russian dialects, i.e. dialects along the Belorussian-Russian political 

boundary and also some located south of Lake Onega, delabialization 

before /j/ coincided with lowering, but followed it in other environments; 

hence [i, y] were both reinterpreted as /e/, but the strong back jer as /0/, 
e.g., p'ej, meju (with a non-palatalized consonant before the reflex of *y), 

but son. In the far eastern periphery, i.e., in most Russian dialects, 

lowering occurred in any environment before delabialization; hence both the 

strong jers and [i, y] are reflected as mid-vowels /e, o!. Therefore, 

according to Flier (ibid: 94), "the earlier the onset of delabialization, the 

greater the likelihood that [i, y] would be identified as /i, y!. The earlier 

the onset of lowering, the greater the likelihood that [i, u] would not be 

identified as diffuse vowels, but rather as mid or low vowels." 

Flier's explanation of the tense-jer phenomenon in East Slavic makes it 

clear how dialectal differentiation for the reflections of CS *1, *u took 

place. However, Flier takes neutralization as a given, thereby, he only 

focused on the end result of the chanages, without asking why and how 

delabialization or lowering happened. 

2.3. Summary 

In sum, we may state the following. 1) Most of the investigators believe 

that before the jer-shift the sounds *y, *1 before jod were allophones of 

/y, V in most of the Slavic dialects. In this respect, it is plausible to treat 

them as "reduced y/i (=yJi)". However, the investigators do not agree on 

their phonemic status prior to the jer-shift in the eastern peripheral 

dialects. Some of the investigators believe that [y, 1] were rephonologized 

as /b, b/ in the eastern dialects of East Slavic after the jer-shift had 

taken place in the other dialects (Trubeckoj, Bulaxovskij etc.). Others 
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believe that the neutralized sounds Ly, I] before jod were never 

rephonologized as Ib, bl in the eastern dialects of East Slavic, and that 

their change to 10, el in those dialects was due to dissimilation (e.g., 

Seliscev). 2) The existing explanations take the conditioning factor of jod 

as a given, without covering the problem of why they did so in the given 

environment. 

3. The syllable structure of LCS dialects 

The change of syllable structure in LCS dialects provides some clues to 

why the reflexes of CS *u, *1 before jod are the same as those in other 

environments in the eastern dialects of East Slavic, but different in the 

other Slavic dialects. Dialectal differences in syllable structure in LCS 

may be inferred from the divergent results of the changes of various 

diphthongs, as Bethin demonstrates (1992: 296-343, 1993: 230-250) in the 

framework of auto-segmental phonology. The reanalysis of syllable 

structure of LCS dialects before the jer-shift suggests that what have 

been traditionally called "tense jers" are not only a matter of chronological, 

but also of typological divergences. In this section, I will give brief 

sketch of auto-segmental phonology and summarize Bethin's argument, 

with certain modifications. 

3.1. The framework of autosegmental phonology 

Since the appearance of the autosegmental model in the mid-seventies, 

phonologists have developed "a three-dimensional model of phonological 

representation that is based on a fundamental distinction between a 

phoneme and the position it occupies in phonological structures" 

(Kenstowicz 1994: 395). The sequence of positions (syllabic nucleD is 

referred to as the moraic tier or the skeletal tier.l7) The phonological 

representation of LCS *sunu "dream" may be sketched as follows: 
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(1) The phonological representation of LCS *sunu (a=syllable, Il=mora) 

a a syllable tier 

/r /r 
sun u 

skeletal tier 

segmental tier 

Mora is a traditional pre-auto segmental notion that refers to the 

quantity of segments. Long vowels are distinguished from short as having 

two moras instead of one. 

In autosegmental phonology, the distinctive features are hierarchically 

organized under a root node, which may be associated with the skeletal 

tier. Phonological changes are described as instances of association, 

disassociation (delinking), or spreading of features or nodes. For example, 

regressive assimilation in place of articulation, e.g., n ~ m/ _b, may be 

formulated as the disassociation of one place node and the spread of the 

following place node from the adjacent segment, as in the following; see 

Bethin 0993: 231): 

(2) C C 

I I 
Root Root 
=I~ I 
Place Place 

[coronal] [labial] 

17) In auto segmental phonology, there are three models of the skeleton: a CV 
model, an X -slot model, and a moraic model. The three models are related in 
that phonological position is distinct from segments, but they are different in 
the way that the phonological positions are represented. Among these three 
models, the moraic model develops a prosodic conception of the skeleton, which 
offers a useful tool for the analysis of the CS sound changes from quantitative 
to qualitative distinctions in the vocalic system: For the discussion of each 
model, see Hayes 0989:253-306) and Kenstowicz (1994: 395, 424-432). 
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If the disassociated root node is not linked to the next available place 

node, the segment is either not pronounced or eventually deleted. 

3.2. The Sonorants in Early Common Slavic 

In Early Common Slavic (=ECS), there were four long and four short 

vowels, as well as a number of diphthongs (glide diphthongs, liquid 

diphthongs and nasal diphthongs) as in (3): 

(3) CS Vowel Inventory after the Shortening of Super-long Diphthongs 
(Diph.=diphthong) 

Vowels 

III olu 
e/e alii 

Glide Diph. 

el ai 
eu au 

Liquid Diph. 

lr il ur ul 
er el ar al 

Nasal Diph. 

In 1m un urn 
en em an am 

Three features were distinctive for vowels: /±high/, /±back/ and /±long/ 

(see Velcheva 1988: 25-26). The distinctions in vowel quantity were still 

preserved in LCS. ECS long vowels and diphthongs are considered to 

have two moras, and short vowels one mora. A distinction between long 

and short diphthongs had been eliminated by shortening the long vowels 

in liquid diphthongs (see Mares [1956] 1965: 15 and Stieber 1969: 17).18) 

What is curious about ECS diphthongs is that the non-vocalic sonorants 

in diphthongs could carry a mora. In other words, they could function as 

part of the syllable nucleus, e.g., *ruba 'fish'; *ranka 'hand' 19); 

18) Mares ([1956] 1965: 15) writes: "Only syllables of no more than two-mora 
value occurred in a very early stage of Slavic ... in other words, three-mora 
(long) diphthongs were shortened by this time." 

19) For the phonological representation of long diphthongs such as '-al-' in ECS, 

Bethin suggests that a distinction between long and short diphthongs can be 
expressed not so much by a difference in mora count as by difference in how 
the mora count was distributed over segments. Thus, Bethin (1992: 304) 
suggests that the second mora in *bal- is shared by both -a- and -1-. 
Bethin's suggestion leaves the phonological representation of long diphthongs 
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(4) a a a a 

/'/i) llV
ll ~ ~,f) 

*r (l b a *r a n k a 

By LCS, the vowel system had undergone a series of changes. In 

particular, the non -vocalic sonorants in various diphthongs had undergone 

certain changes that resulted in open syllables. This series of phonological 

changes is known as due to "the tendency or law of rising sonority", 

because it led to syllables in which the most sonorous element (the vocalic 

nucleus) came last.20) For example, in the change of *pen-trs > *~-tr, 
the In! dropped out because In! was less sonorous than lei, while the lei 
nasalized, with compensatory lengthening: 

(5) The monophthongization of nasal diphthongs 

a a a a 

A /
I~ 
11 11 

1 =1= 
*p e n - t s p e -

As is seen here, in the monophthongization of nasal diphthongs, the 

second segment of the diphthong (lnl in this case) is deleted from the 

coda (symbolized by the crossed line), and the unassociated mora node is 

linked to the preceding vowel (lei in this case). In other words, the basic 

quantitative structure of the syllable remains stable even though the 

ambiguous; that is, it may indicate that long diphthongs had three moras. 

However, the ambiguity does not weaken the point that nonsyllabic sonorants 

as well as vowels could carry a mora in ECS. 
20) The entire class of speech sounds is ranked by sonority, with the low vowels 

as the most sonorous and the obstruents the least: low vowels > high vowels 

> glides > liquids > nasals > obstruents; see Kenstowicz (1994: 254). 
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phonemic sequences are changed. This IS what has been called 

, compensatory lengthening'; In autosegmental theory, ' compensatory 

lengthening' is defined as 'mora preservation', as in (6) (see Bethin 1993: 

234): 

(6) Mora Preservation Principle (=MPP) 
a 

~ 
II II 

x x 

The MPP was also In effect in the monophthongization of glide 

diphthongs. That is, iii and lui, the second element of diphthongs, were 

coalesced with the preceding vowel into a raised vowel because they were 

less sonorous than the preceding vowel, e.g., *ei > i, *au > u, etc.; see 

(Bethin 1993: 233). 

(7) The monophthongization of glide diphthongs 

A 
II II 

I I 
e 

Unlike nasal and glide diphthongs, which followed the MPP, the 

divergent reflexes of the liquid diphthongs in LCS show that MPP was in 

effect in some, but not all the LCS dialects, e.g., *gardil "city" > SCr. 

grad, B. grad, Cz. hrad, with *ii, but R. go.rod. Kb. gard. The changes of 

liquid diphthongs came at the end of the series of changes that tended to 

produce open syllables; they were completed by the mid- or late ninth 

century, that is, before the beginning of the jer-shift; see Bethin (1992: 
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303).21l On the basis of these changes, Bethin 0992: 296-343) proposes 

that there were different underlying syllable structures in the LCS dialects. 

As was seen above, sonorants, which could carry a mora in ECS, lost 

their association with the mora node in LCS dialects. In nasal and glide 

diphthongs, the disassociated sonorant was simply dropped, with 

compensatory lengthening and qualitative changes in the preceding vowel. 

In liquid diphthongs, the liquid was not dropped, but rather repositioned in 

the given syllable by metathesis or pleophony, with or without 

lengthening, depending upon the syllable structure of the given dialects; 

see Bethin 0992: 296-343). 

Bethin interprets the sequences of *u!r plus jod in the same framework. 

Analyzing the phonemic status of jod in LCS in the framework of 

autosegmental phonology, she claims 0993: 230) that "the glide in 

Common Slavic was nonmoraic I,V ... and the 'consonantization' of Iii to Ijl 
took place later and then only in a limited area of Late Common Slavic."22) 

According to Bethin (1993: 239), CS *u!r plus glide sequences were 

interpreted as diphthongs, with the Ij/ associated with mora node: 

(8) 

jl 

I 
U/f 

jl 

I 
j 

Given the structure of *U!*Y plus glide sequences, the tensing of *U!*Y 

21) The fall of the jers began in Macedonian, Bulgarian, and probably Slovak and 
Czech in the tenth century; see Shevelov (1965: 458). 

22) Arguments for the existence of a phoneme Ijl in Old Church Slavic are 
presented in Collins (1992). However, the phonemic status of the CS glides is 
controversial. For example, Lunt (1974: 26) writes: "In the absence of clear 
orthographical evidence, it is not easy to determine the distribution of the 
phonetic jod (j) and its phonemic function. The contrasts u/ju and alja suffice 
to illustrate that the jod was phonemic, though it may have been a 
non-syllabic variant of iii and not an independent phoneme." 
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before jod is explained by the spread of the dorsal feature of jod, that is 

[+high], to the preceding vowel, which was not specified for height (i.e., 

they did not have a dorsal node), as in (9); see Bethin 1993: 240):23) 

(9) 

[ +high] 

In order for the spread of the height feature to occur, *il/*1 plus jod 

sequences must have been in the same syllable. Therefore, assuming that 

this interpretation is valid, the reflection of *il/*1 plus jod sequences in the 

eastern dialects of East Slavic as /0, e/ suggests that, in this area, *U!*1 

plus jod sequences followed by a vowel were syllabified as *il/*1 .jV, not 

as *U!*1 j .V (V=voweI). Thus, the syllable structures of *1 + j , *D. + j 

plus a vowel may be summarized as follows (see Bethin 1993: 241): 

(10) a. most LCS dialects 
a 

~ 
II II 

I I 

a 

II 

I 
V 

b. Eastern dialects 
a a 

/r 
V 

(Adapted from Bethin 1993: 241) 

23) Unlike Bethin, who assumes that CS *U!*r were not specified for height, Flier 

(1988) assumes that *U!*r were specified for height ([ +diffuse]). If we accept 
Flier's assumption, the spreading feature would be [-fiat], not [+highl 
However, whether the spreading feature is [+high] or [-fiat] does not affect the 
point that two sounds must be tautosyllabic in order for a specific feature to 
spread. 
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In the southern and the northwestern dialects of East Slavic, the 

assimilation could take place because [*w*r] were tautosyllabic with Ul 
In the eastern dialects of ESl, the assimilation could not take place 

because they did not allow bimoraic nuclei; Consequently, [i] was 

interpreted as the onset of the next syllable - that is, consonantized to Ij/' 
According to Bethin, this is why, in the extreme northeastern dialects, CS 

*u/*i before jod behaved like jers. Thus, Bethin 0993: 243) defines tense 

jers as "jers tautosyllabic with the following Ii/". 
Bethin's analysis provides a method for interpreting the tense-jer 

phenomenon not only in terms of chronology, but also in terms of 

typology. In other words, the tense jer-phenomenon in Slavic is not only 

due to the different chronology of the sound changes in the individual 

dialects, but also due to the different syllable structures characteristic of 

the dialects before the jer-shift. 

3.3. Some problems with Bethin's approach 

In spite of the many benefits that Bethin's analysis of the gIven 

problem provides, it still leaves the phonemic status of jod ambiguous. 

Bethin proposes three different phonemic statuses for jod; moraic iii, 
non-moraic Iii, and consonantal Ij/. She writes (1993: 241) that "insofar 

as sonorants could be moraic, but could lose their association to the mora 

in certain well-defined environments, the sonorant iii ... could be at times 

moraic iii and at other times nonmoraic iii." What Bethin means by 

proposing a non-moraic iii in LCS is not that Ii/ did not have the 

ability to carry a mora, but that it did not have a mora in its underlying 

form. The jod could be assigned to a mora if a given dialect allowed 

moraic syllable codas. Therefore, three different phonemic statuses of jod 

assumed by Bethin may be summarized as follows: 
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OIl Underlying representation of jod in CS 
a. ECS jod b. LCS jod c. Eastern LCS jod 

)l )l 

I I 
Ii! Ijl Iii 

Given the underlying structure of jod in LCS, the surface structure of 

*u/*y plus jod sequences in most of the LCS dialects may be derived as 

follows: 24l 

(12) a. Underlying form b. a assignment 
a 

c. )l assignment 
a 

I 
)l 

j 

If we assume that a mora was not assigned to the jod in an underlying 

level, it is hard to see why Bethin distinguishes a "non-moraic !V" from a 

"consonantal Ij/" on the phonemic level. The difference in syllable 

structure of LCS dialects may be established without any distinction 

between a non-moraic Ii and a consonantal Ij/' The difference is not 

that one dialect had a non -moraic Ii and the other had a consonant Ijl on 

the phonemic level, but that one dialect allowed the jod in a coda position 

to project a mora, while the other did not. In other words, the difference 

is a matter of coda-constraint, rather than a matter of the distinction 

between a non-moraic Ii and a consonantal Ij/. In this respect, Bethin's 

notation of "a non-moraic !V" has to be replaced by a "non-moraic [j]". In 

other words, moraicity was on the allophonic level. In the eastern dialects 

of ESl, the jod with no mora value was reanalysed as the onset of the 

following syllable when it was followed by another vowel. Therefore, the 

24) The view that, for a given phoneme, a mora may not be represented in an 

underlying level, but is assigned in an intermediate stage of derivation is 
proposed by Hayes 0988: 256-260). 
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phonological representation of CS *U!*r plus jod sequences in (0) may be 

revised as follows: 

(13) a. most LCS dialects b. Eastern dialects 
0 0 0 0 

A II II I: I I I I 
/*i1/*l! /j/ V /*i1/*l! /j/ V 

4. Chronology vs. Typology 

The jod in the sequences of *u+j, *1+j diphthongs was conducive to 

another phonological change, i.e., contraction. In desinences, jod was 

dropped, with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, in most 

Slavic dialects, in a manner similar to the earlier monophthongization of 

nasal diphthongs, e.g., P. mlody, Cz. mlady, SC. mliidy, but, P. myj~, Cz. 

miji, Sc. mijem, etc.. In Russian, the jod in both cases was not dropped, 

e.g., molodoj, moju. 

The process of contraction supports the view that the tense-jer 

phenomenon was not only due to the different chronology of the given 

sound changes in LCS dialects, but also due to the result of the dialectal 

differenciation of LCS syllable structure. Contraction is dated to be 

approximately in the tenth century, and the center of this process is said 

to have been the Czechoslovak area.2S) In the framework of auto segmental 

phonology, we can posit the following structure for the sequences of *u+j, 

*Y+j in desinences: 

25) Slavists do not agree on the chronology of contraction. Shevelov (1965: 634) 

dates contraction to the tenth century, when changes in the jers began, while 
Marvan (1979: 144-147) assumes that contraction preceded the fall of the jers. 
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(14) Before the jer-shift 

a. most LCS dialects 

/\ 
II II 

I I 
51!r 

(J 

II 

I 
V 

(5) After the jer-shift 

a. most LCS dialects 

b. Eastern dialects 
(J (J 

/f 
b. Eastern dialects 

(J 

e/o 

V 

In most LCS dialects before the jer-shift, the contraction of *u+j/ *r+j 

to y/i, with compensatory lengthening in desinences, was possible because 

[ *u, *r] were tautosyllabic with [j]. In the extreme ESL dialects, the 

contraction could not take place, because the jod could not project a mora 

and consequently was interpreted as the onset of the next syllable, with 

the following jer as the syllable peak. After the jer-shift, the jod in the 

eastern dialects of ESI was associated with the preceding syllable as a 

syllable coda without a mora value. 

When the sequences of *u+j/ *!+j were followed by other vowels, the 

syllabification of a given word followed the pattern in (14), as in the 

following diagrams: 

(16) a. most LCS dialects b. Eastern dialects of LCS 
(J (J (J (J 

/:, II ;; ~, 
I I I 

m 51 Q m 51 Q 
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5. Conclusion 

In Slavic historical linguistics, the term "tense jers" has not been clearly 

defined. Most of the studies on tense jers have been carried out on the 

basis of vague definitions. Recent studies by Bethin offer a new 

perspective on the given problems. The different reflections of CS *U!*1 

before jod in Slavic territories are best explained in the light of the 

syllable structures of the given dialects at the stage of LCS. 

In the extreme eastern dialects of LCS, when followed by a vowel, the 

jod that was combined with *u/*1 was reinterpreted as the onset of the 

following syllable, because the given dialects did not allow the jod to 

project a mora. Other LCS dialects allowed the jod in a coda position to 

project a mora. Consequently, in most LCS dialects, the jod was 

tautosyllabic with preceding *u/*I, and could trigger tensing of a preceding 

vowel. Given the dialectal differentiation of LCS syllable structure, the 

traditional term "tense jers" should be replaced and redefined as "the 

reduced *y/*i (=*y/*r) tautosyllabic with a following /j/, which could carry 

a mora." This view suggests that there were no tense Jers or, properly 

speaking, reduced *y/*i, in the eastern dialects of ESl. 

The exceptional reflections of CS *u/*1 plus jod sequences 10 the 

extreme eastern dialects of ESI were due not only to the different 

chronology of the given sound changes, as is argued by Flier (1988), but 

also due to the consequence of typological differences. This view is also 

supported by the evidence of contraction in desinences. In the eastern 

dialects of ESI, contraction failed to occur not only because the territory 

was far away from the center of the given phonological change, but also 

because the eastern dialects did not allow the jod to carry a mora. 
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